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But he soon became aware that the men were much younger
than his unemployed friends of the bridge and that their dog,
though as inquisitive as the other, was of a different breed. It
was indeed a Scotch terrier, not a fox terrier, and of the male
sex, and it amused him to observe, when it came sniffing and
gambolling to his companion's side, how disdainfully and
irritably the man behaved. "He's like old Claudius with the
ducks," he thought. "These people with fixed ideas can't bear
it when reality barks or quacks at them."
"A fine afternoon," our friend called out to the three young
fellows, as he stroked the dog, "and a good day for a walk/'
"Killed anything with that stick yet ?" one of the boys shouted;
and their giggling broke into a loud guffaw.
Dud and his father evidently struck them as eccentric per-
sons who could be insulted with impunity. "They're not from
Dorchester/' thought our friend. "Those aren't Durnovarian
manners." But after the young men had moved on and their
dog had followed them, No-man found he'd received a fresh
impulse towards resisting his father.
"I've changed a lot since living with Wizzie," he thought.
"In the old days I'd have been furious with these lads. But
how silly! We need these 'raw youths' and slaps in the face
from them to keep our sense of proportion."
"I'm not telling you all this with any hope of your taking
it seriously," his father went on.   "I can see you're more in-
terested in those young fools and that dog than in me. I'm talk-
ing because I must talk.   A person must have someone to talk
to. Nance used to believe in me; but since her boy died"—and
he cast an almost savage glance towards the sky as if the sun
were deliberately pelting him with lark-music—"she's changed.
And the upshot of it was, lad," he went on, "I became convinced,
not from any revelation, you understand, but because of this
necessity I'm under of bearing the pain of the world, the pain
of what beats against the wall, that in one incarnation after
another I've been the same Power!  And do you want to know
what Power I've been, lad?"   Here the man lowered his voice
to a solemn whisper.   "I've been the Power that's older than
all this damned sunshine, the Power that's older than all these
new gods, the Power that's deepest of all, for it's got Death
in it as well as life.   It's this Power—the Power that works
in me, lad, the Power that I am—that beats in its pain against

